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INTRODUCTION TO CHARGE-COUPLED DEVICES
·t

C. H. S~quin
Bell Laboratories
Murray Hill., New Jersey
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The basic concepts of charge transfer devices will

be reviewed. In particular, the prin(:iples of cbarge-cou;pled
devices ( CCD' s) including surface and bulk channel. structures and
a variety of' different electrode a:r:r~gernents will be discussed.

Some of the important parmneters charecterizing the performance
of' CCD' s will be introduced.
FOREWORD
This lecture intends to gi:ve an introductiQn to the wide
variety of charge-coupled devices :f'or the reader who is un:f'e.milia.r with the basic concepts. Compared to the extent of' the subject, thiS lecture has been kept rather short since all o:f' this
material is covered in a :c.uch more extensive and rigorous manner
in a recently published book Charge Transfer DeVices, fi'om which

substantial material and several figures have been. adopted with
the explicit pennission of Academic Press, InC. [44].
l.
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I.

l!IS:WR!CAL BACKGROUND

The first integrated charge transfer devices were built in
the late l960's in the form of bucket-brigade circuits [l], even
though the basic concept of such circuits dates back to
Wiener [2]. He-proposed the use of capacitors separated by
telegraph-type repe8.te':."s to store and shift anal.og information.
Later such circuits were implemented with discrete c~onents
using bul.cy" buffer WJU)lifiers with V1I.CU.\li:.U tubes (3] to realize
ana.l.og sampled data. deley lines 1n w:"l!.~h the total. delay" time
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circuit. And ult:l:matel;y such circuits ·using simple MOS switches
between the storage capacitors were built with the silicon integrated circuit technology [1.,4].

photoelectric properties o~ silicon, the information is placed
into a C~D by optical means. Incident photons generate minori~
carri~s, which are integrated in the individua.l. potential. wells
l.'nde"':" the transf'er electrodes. Subsequently, the iz;.formation is
read out electrically in serial fo:rm.

In 1.969, while searching for an electrical. aneJ.og to magnetic
bubble me:nory 2 Boyle and Smith (5] conceived the idea of chargecoupled devices. In the simplest implementation CCD's consist of
closely spaced capacitors on a.'l isolated surface of a semiconductor. When pulsed in the proper sequence, these electrodes
generate moving potential wells which can transport packets of

For the f'irst time, charge-coupled devices alJ.owed the
tmp.:.emer~tation of solid-state i:nage sensors which were 1"ree of
the st~iation problems o:f' earlier approaches and which thereby
dem<.'nstrated that the time for the realization of' solid-state
i.mage sensors with medium to high resolution capabilities and
good unif'ormi~ had finally arrived.

coul.d be varied by altering the driving clock fx'equency

ot the

minority carriers. This simple but powerful concept proved to be
so stimulating, that almost overnight a host of variations of the
electrode structure and dozens of potential applications were conceived. It only took a few days to verifY the concept experitlent~ on an existing structure with closely spaced test capacitors [6-J. A few mont:r..s later the first completely designed CCD
was demonstrated as a delay-line and as a simple line imaging
device [7]. The idea then caught on rapidly since the scientific
co:nmunity was ready, mentally and technologically, to accept end
develop the new ideas.
In retrospect it appears that many workers had been pursuing
a route that eventually might also have led to chargeMcoupled
devices. Further development of the integrated MOS bucket-brigade
circuits might aJ.so have brought forth the more :functionaJ. Viewpoint of moving potentiaJ. wells. And surface charge transistors [8], in which the source and drain of an ordinary MOSFET are
r~?laced with the inversion layer under an MOS electrode, can also
for.n a charge transfer device, when strung together in series and
operated with thiproper pulse sequence.

2,

CHARGE-COuPLED DEVICE PRINCIPLE

2.1

Th~

'

MOS Capacitor

Charge-coupled devices are composed o~ closely spaced
electrodes each of which forms an MOS capac!tor-. Some aspects of
the physics of an MOS capac! tor will be reviewed to prepare for
t.t..~ understanding of CCD's. Figure l shows a row ·of MOS capacitors formed by a metal electrode deposited on a the~ally
·
oxidized p-type silicon substrate. If at time t = t suddenly a
0
positive voltage v2 is applied to one of the metal. electrodes
(Fig. J.a), the majority carriers underneath, holes in this case,
are repelled, and a potential well forms in the silicon substrate
which is at first depleted of .free carriers. Subsequently
minority carriers, electrons, thermally generated in or near this
potential well, will accumulate in this :pote.."ltial. well within a
layer of l.ess than 10 run. of the interface. The interface pote!ltia1 in the presence of' scme .minority charge ,9.sig is then given by

On the practicaJ. side there was a well-developed MOS
tech.'"l.ology awaiting the new concepts. With only smaJ.l changes in
·the processing sequence the new designs could be :fabricated on
existing lines. Starting with only eight elements [7], larger
and larger devices were soon built, growing in size at a rate o'£
more tha."l an order of magnitude per year.
Though CCD's were originally conceived as a replacement for
binary magnetic bUbbles, it became evident immediately that due
to their analog charge handling capabilities they could be used
in applications other than the storage of digital infolmation.
CCD 1 s have bee."l used to bl.:dld anaJ.og delay lines and many related
devices such as transversaJ. :filters or Fourier correlators, and
<:.hey have beguil to pley an important role in signal. processing.
H~Never, most o:f' the initial enthusiasm for CCD's was generated
by their potential use as solid-state image sensors, owing to
lack of' a practical al.ternative in the early l.970's. Using the·
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Fig •. l

Basic cell of a 3-phase CCD formed by three M~ capo.ci: .....T
tors shown (a) during integration and storage and
.(b) during charge transfer.
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of the empty welJ., pl.otted with positive values in the dowmrard.
direction, can be used to depict schematically the size of the
bucket, and the potential pro'fil.e in the presence of charge is
used to show the fiuid surface of the partially fill~.well. lbe
area between the two surfaces represents the amount of charge as
a l.iquid sitting at the bottom of the bucket, whereas in the real.
device the charge resides at the interface. This model has proven
ver,y useful in depicting qualitatively the processes in a CCD.
In Fig. l and in the following cross-sectional drawing of various
electrode structures the dotted l.ine represents the potential.
profile in empty devices.

(l.)

with

V~ =
Vo
Cox

(VG-VF:S) + '</Co

= qNAeoegf~x
= eoeoxfdox

With two adjacent el.ectrodes simultaneously turned on to the
same potential. the charge packet wi.ll. distribute uniformly underneath the two el.ectrodes. When the first electrode is turned off',
the charge. will be pushed compl.etely to the second one (Fig. l.b).
To continue this charge transfer the following electrode is pulsed
to a high potential, and so on.

vhere v is the vo~tage applied to the gate el.eetrode; ~ is the
mobile 0charge in the inversion layer; C0 x is the oxide capaei-.
tance given by the· thickness of the oxide layer d0 x end its permittivity. e ; e 5 is the dielectric co~stant of the substrate; and
0
NA its doping
density in acceptors/em . As time progresses end
the collected charge in the well increases, the interface potential is thus reduced. At the same time the depl.etion region the
width of which is given by
•

Xd =

(2eoes~/qNA)l/2

(2)

This thermal relaxation time or storage time of the MOS
capac.itor depends on the quality of the bulk materiel. and on the
integrity of the interface and can be several hundred seconds.
:For titl.e inte:-vals ');;hart compared to this reJ.axation time the MOS
ca?acitor can serve as a storage element for analog information
represe."lted by the amount of charge in the well. This charge can
be injected electrically or can be generated by photoelectric
ptocesses in the silicon. In the J.atter case the amount of charge
contained in the well is a function of the integrated light flux,
and the device can thus be used 'for image sensing purposes.

Charge Transfer

I'f two electrodes are pJ.aced so cl.osely that their dep~etion
regions overlap and their potential. wells merge or ''coupl.e" e:n:y
mobile minority charge will accumulate at the l.ocation with the
r~g.~est inter'face potential. Thus it is possibl.e to trans'fer
cr~ge in a controlled m~"lner from one electrode to an adjacent
el.ectrode. In this context it is convenient to think of the
potential well as a bucket and o'f the minority charge as a :t'l.uid
that partially filla this container. The potential. distribution

..

...

These electrodes can be l.umped together in a periodical
manner into phaSe systems, and several. packets of charge can then
be transferred simultaneously. With the described isotropic
electrodes, at least three phases are required to define the
direction of transfer. Only one neighbor to an electrode holding
charge at a certain moment must be turned "on", and the third
eJ.ectrode in each "cell" must be heJ.d at a low potential to act
as a blocking electrode that prevents the backward flow of
charge. It was this single-level. 3-pb.ase p:rincipl.e which was
ori~ proposed [5] and which led to the first realization of
a charge-coupled device (7].

shr~~s, and correspondingly the electrode-to-substrate capacit~~ce increases.

2.2

;>

Although a 3-phase CCD consists in principl.e of· an array of
a- single mask level.,
a real. device is typicall.y much more compllcated.. At least four,
and normal.ly more, mask l.evels are required because of the follOW"ing reasons:

MOS capacitors which could all. be formed with

(1)" The minority carriers have to be confined l.ateraJ.ly in the
direction perpendiclll.ar to the charge transfer, and thus
transfer channels have to be outlined. This can be done
either by a channel. stopping di'f.fu.sion or, in the case of an
n-type substrate, by a thick.field oxide.

i •

(2)

The devices normal.ly require input and output diodes in order
to be use:f'ul..

(3)

The topol.ogica.lly unavoidabl.e crossings in the 3-pb.ase
electrode structure m~ necessitate diffUsed crossuoders and
contact windows.

.,
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The na:rrow gaps between the transfer

el.ect.ro~es

of the

described 3-phase CCD are unattractive £eatures. They are freque:ltly subject to metal shorts and thus reduce the yield of
these devices. In addition, the interface potentiaJ. under the
bare gaps is poorl.y controlled.

A change in the charging condi-

tion of the outer surface can produce potential bumps which
inhibit the cOI:lplete transfer of charge and thus affect the per:f'ormance of the device in an undesirable way. other electrode
structures have therefore been developed, which result in a completely covered transfer channel, but at the expense of at least
one additional mask level.
Fig. 3
3-

TRANSFER ELECTRODE STRUCTURES

Four-phase CCD electrode structure employing co:Wination'
of' oxidized polysllicon and metal electrodes. (Ref'. 44)

3.1 Nondirectional Electrodes
The' first devices with a. completely seal.ed trans:f'er chennel
used four phases of overlapping electrodes (Fig. 2) formed in
two levels of metallization separated by a deposited
insul.ator [8,9]. 1m. insulator of hit;h que.lity has to be used to
avoid interlevel shorts through pinholes and to obtain high yield.
Good resu1ts have been obtained [10,1.1] with a thermal.ly grown
oY.ide on poly silicon electrodes in the first level and wi tp
al.u:ni.n.UI:l. electrodes in the second level (Fig. 3). Alternatively,
eJ.uminum can aJ.so· be used to form the electrodes which are su'bsequent.ly anodized to form an insulator of the required integrity.
The attractiveness of this double level aluminum metallization [12} lies i..'"l. the high conductivity of aluminum and in the
fact. that no high temperature steps are required to form the
electrode structure.

In principle the number of' electrodes per CCD cell could
rea.d..ily be increased. However, in most cases this becomes
~ractical because of' the topological problems involved in connecting the electrodes to the many bus lines. With the oppos:l.te
goal. in mind, to shrin..lt the cell size and thus to increase the
packing density, the 2-level. meta..ll..ization scheme bas also been
used to make 3-phase devices. Eacl:; ph6.se l.ine then feeds electrodes which el.ternately lle in the first and second level. of
meta.llization. The double l.evel. aluminum metall.ization is
especially useful for the implementation of such a 3-phase
approach, since both levels can be used to for:n bus bars of high

conductivity (Fig. 4) .
· Two other approaches have been used to build 3-phase chsrgecou,pled image sensors with a completely covered transfer channel.
Usi~ three levels of polysilicon [13) a structure can be built
in which each of the three phases is formed in. a separate level of
interconnection (Fig. 5). The features within each level can
thus be made really large though the overal.l minim:um ce.ll
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Four-phase CCD electrode structure employing two _metal
levels with an intermediate deposited insulator.

(Ref. 44)

Fig.' 4

Three-phe.se CCD electrode structure formed with tvo
levels of anodized aJ.uminum. (Ref'. 44)
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These losses are minilrd.zed as far as possible in a si.llglelevel approach (Fig. 6) where the whole active area is covered
with a single ltcyer of high resistivity polysUicon in which the
electrodes are formed by locallzed sel.ective doping [15]. The
necessary crossovers, address bus lines, light shields and
bonding pads are formed in an additional level. of true metal.
3.2

Fig. 5

Three-phase CCD electrode structure empl.oying tbree
~evcl.s of overlapping polysillcon electrodes.
(Ref'. 44)

dim-:msion is still very compact.

thereby be avoided.

A major source of' troub~e can

Intralevel shorts produced by mask defects,

by flaws in the photoresist or by dust in the etching process no

longer render a device completely inoperable and are less likely
to cause ~1Y harm at all. lnterlevel shorts, on the other hand,
ere not eore problematic than in 4-phase structures and can be
kept at lw values when a."l insulator of high integrity, such as a
the~ally grown oxide on polysilicon electrodes, is used.
·A
dr~~back of the 3-level approach is the rather long processing
se~uence to deposit, dope, define and oxidize the three levels of'
polysilicon. This approach has also disadvantages when it is
applied to :image sensors with circuit side ilJ.umination where the
ligh~ has to pass through the electrode structure in order to
rea:Ch the silicon substrate. Absorption in the po.lysUicon
~lectrodes results-in a significant loss in the blue response,
and the ~a~ oxide-silicon interfaces cause losses due to reflec'tio:r.s and opticBJ. interfere.'lces [14 J.

Fig. 6

Three-phase CCD electrode structure in which the electrodes are fo~ed by selective doping of a single layer
of high resistivity polysilicon. (Ref. 44)

Directional Electrodes

In devices with symmetrical electrodes the phe.se relation
between three or more clock systems determines the direction of .
charge transfer. On the other hand, two el.ocks ue sufficient if
the directionality (16] is built into the electrodes. If the
:PotentiaJ. profile shows an asymmetrical. step under each electrode,
the sign~ charge will accumulate in the dee:Per "storage" part of
the well. The charge packets will then remain isolated from one
another by the built-in potential "barriers" even when both electrode systems are held at the same potential. Charge tra.nsfe;r
will occur only if the two ph.ases are offset by a large enousn
voltage so that the signal charge can flow from the storage ps.rt
of one electrode across the potential barrier of its neighbor.

A step in the interface potential can be produced in many
different ways. The two most common approaches ere a step in the
thickness of the gate oxide and a localized change of the dopi..ng
of the substrate near the interface. other schemes using different dielectrics, differences in work function or fixed charges in
the gate insulator have also been proposed. Even a nor.:r::.al
4-phase device can be operated in a 2-phase mode, by pulsi:r.g
neighboring electrodes in pairs, suitably biased with a de-voltage
offset.
In Fig. 7 a 2-phase device is shown which is produced by
connecting adjacent electrodes in a 2-level structure in
pairs [10,11]. If the gate oxide difference under the two metel.
levels is not producing a suf'ficiently high barrier, it can be
enhanced by an ion-i.mpl.anted barrier which is self-aligned with
the first-level electrodes [17,18]. other ways to produce
stepped-oXide 2-phase CCD' s using only a singl.e level of metal
r~ on the breaks that occur in an evaporated metal at sharp
oxide steps. L'"l one scheme the :formation of a break is eohanced
by forming a deliberate undercut in a dual dielectric
structure [19]. In another approach (F:l.g. 8) the metal is evaporated at an oblique angle onto a castellated oxide to produce
step coverage on one edge but a camp~ete break on the other [20].
However, these latter single-level metal structures r.m into
topological limitations in the fabrication of more complicated
devices. Furthermore, the open breaks may cause yield or reliability problems.
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Two-phase CCD electrode s-tructure employing overlapping

Two-phase CCD el.ectrode structure e:npl.oying ion-i.mpJ.ant·ed

barriers.

(Ref. 44)

electrodes connected in pairs and an optional 1Mp1ant to
enhance the potential. step.

'

(Ref'. 44)
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Two-phase CCD electrode structure enploying stepped
electrodes ~ormed b,y oblique evaporation. (Ref. 44)

A potential step can Blso be produced with a locaJ.ized ionimpla."lted region pl.a.ced under one side of the el.ectrode [21].
However, if the barrier is· not properly aligned with the edge of
the tra.ru:f'er el.ectrodes (Fig. 9), a potential pocket is f'onned
which retains some charge at all. times. In each transfer the
signa.J. c..'I-J.arge is added to the carriers in this pocb.~t, and in the
subsequent tr~"lSfer across the implanted barrier it has to be
skimlned off again f'rom this reservoir o:r carriers. The amount of
signal charge transferred will thus ve:ry with any modulation of
the barrier height or width (22].
'
In that respect the above device operates in a manner similar

to an integrated·MOSFET bucket-brigade device (BBD) (1,4] which
is shown in Fig. 10. In this latter device the storage areas
under each electrode are formed by a conductive region of opposite pole.rity to that of the substrate. The areas between these
reverse-biased diodes, having the original. substrate doping, foxm

Fig. lO

MOS bucket-brigade electrode structure.

(Ref. 44)

·the barrier regions. Alternativel,y, and the wey in which these
devi.ces were originally conceived, this region can be understood
as a MOSFET channel.. A BBD is thus an integr&,.ted chain of
MOSFET's with deliberately enhanced gate to drain capacitances.
The two sets of MOSFET's are coupl.ed with their gates to the two
phase lines and act as switches which allow the signal charge to
flow in a 2-phase manner from capacitor to capacitor. Because of
the channel l.ength variation with varying source-drain voltage
these devices have l.im1ted transfer efficiency (see Section 5)
and have therefore not gained too mu-:·1 significance for high
resolution i.t:J.age sensors. However, by using special. channel
geometries or shield el.ectrodes the transfer efficiency of BED's
can be improved substantially (4.-23).

To avoid the bare gaps between the transfer el.ectrodes,
2-phase devices with implanted barriers have also been built with
a single continuous sheet of high resistivity polysil.ico~in
which the tr~~sfer electrodes are formed by selectively doped
areaS (Fig. ll). This approach is particula.rl,y useful in bulk
channel. devices (see Section 4) where t~e stronger fringe fiel.d.s
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Fig. l l

Fig. l2

1Wo-phase CCD e~ectrode structure using a single ~eyer
of selectively doped pol.ysilicon and ion-implanted
barriers.

e.Uevia.te the registration problems [24] and thus prevent the
form.ation of potential. pockets which can retain che.rge and thereby

degrade transfer efficiency.

Many variations of the electrode structures presented in
this already rather ~engthy list have been proposed, or ~~e
mented and are still being invented. Metal. electrodes can be
replaced by polysilicon electrodes to obtain transparene,y
required for image sensors. OXidized polysilicon could be
replaced with anodized alt:e:!J.inu:n where speed is the main goal. and
necessitates high conductivity in the electrodes. Undercutting
schenes are used with 2-level electrode structures to reduce the
Ei::::lou."lt of oYerle.p between the two l.evels, and additional. ilnpl.ants
can be used to enhance the barrier heights produced by thick-thin
oxide steps.
Electrodes placed over oxide steps or using implanted
·barriers for directionality can be COJnbined in the same device.
~his he.s been realized in an offset-mask technique which has been
developed to produce high density 2-phase electrode structures.
An effective barrier width as small as hal! the minimum design
feature F can be obtained by offsetting one mask 'against another
by half a feature dimension. A first mask is used to form thickthin oxide steps each of length F. The polysilicon electrodes
are then placed offset by F/2 over the thick-thin oxide steps.
This for.:1s one phase of directional electrodes. Tile first polysilicon electrode and the original. thick oxide then jointly
serve as a mask for a low energy ion implant which forms barriers
of width F/2 which are self-aligned with the edges of the polysilicon electrodes. After implantation, the e~osed gate oxide is
stripped to the substrate, a new uniform thin gate oxide is grown,
and the second electrode level is deposited (Fig. 1.2}. In these
devices both electrode phases are formed in a separate level of

~.

Two-phase CCD electrode structure fo:rmed with offset
mask technique using ion-itnpla:ated barriers uoder
second level. electrodes. (Ref. 44)

interconnection. This results in the same adventages as discussed
earlier for the 3-phase 3-level el.ectrode structure: less c;ritice.1
mask feature dimensions end higher yield. The second level is
especi~ uncritical since it could take the fo:rm of a continuous
strip of metal. This electrode structure looks attractive ror the
formation of' high-density memories, but may be less suitable for
image sensors because of' the different optical properties of the
various MOS structures.
In generel., a 2-phe.se structure can be operated '-'ith only one
active phase and with the other set of electrodes held at an
intermediate constant potentieJ.. The active phase is pulsed about
th"e de phase with a su:ff'icientl.y large amplitude so tl'.at it drai.ns
ou:t alJ. the charge from the de phase in its 11 on" condition and
dUlllPs all the charge in its "off" condition. This principle of'
operation can lead to a uniphase device (26}. An implanted
bariier Which defines the directionality is combined with thickthin oxide areas in such a manner that the thick oxiC.e areas act
as a quasi-static phase under which the interface potentieJ. varies
only a small amount as the single electrode is pulsed (Fig. 13).
·l'Wo or three implants are used to Shift the thresholds in the
various· areas to the correct value, which e.llows the potential. in
the thin areas to be pulsed symmetrically about the thick oxide
potential..

The uniphase structure looks attractive from an operating
point or view and also f:or the for.nation of J.arge memory planes
or area image sensors, in which the whole active area could be
covered by a continuous sheet of metaL HD"':ever, because of' the
ma.n:y processing steps required to build such a structure, the
tight tolerances on the imp.lants end the low signal handling ca:npared to the applied pUlse potentials, it remains questionable,
whether this structure will gain commercial significance.
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Fig. 14
Uoiphase CCD electrode structure employing a combination

of thick-thin o:ld.de steps and various
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regions.
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CHANNEL

LongitudinaJ. cross section through a bulk channel CCD
Showing the channel ~ayer in contact with the reverse
biased input-output diodes and equipotential lines
which indicate the actual position of the transfer
Channel.

4•

SUilFACE AND :BULK CllJ\NNEL CCD' S

Sl:--iO.
~

The interaction of the signa.l cbarge packets with interf'ace
states i;:lposes certain ~ower :Lim1 ts on transfer inefficiency and

S~r
n·si p-Si

transfer noise (see Section 5). To prevent this interaction the
effective transfer channel can be located aw~ from the Si-Si~
interface deeper into the bulk of the device [27,28]. This can
be achieved with ·the use or- an epitaxial. or ion-implanted silicon
l.ayer of opposite pol.arity to that of the substrate. This leyer
i'S i!l electrical. contact With the output diode (Fig. 14), which
drains out all mobile carriers whe.."l suita.bly reverse biased. The
potential ::r.ini::nur:l under each transfer electrode will then be
for.::J.ed inside this layer, but genera.lly away from the Si-Si0:2
interface. Its exact location depends upon the doping profiles,
the applied voltages and the amount of signal. charge present
(Fig. 15). The clock pulses e;pplied to the transfer electrodes
l::lodule.te the channel potential. to produce moving potential. wells
just as in the case of a suxfe.ce channel che.rge-cou;led deVi.ce
(SCCD). In these bulk channel charge-coupled devices (BCCD)
which have also been called "buried channel CCD's" [27,29] or
"peristaltic CCD's" (28] the signal. charge moves completely" inside
the bulk of the silicon. The carriers thus never come ir contact
lth the interface states. However, similar trapping and
~. o.::U.ssion action now takes place with the traps in the bulk of
silicon, but the ·effective density of these traps which interact
with the signal is normally much ~ower than typical densities of
interface states [30).
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Schematic doping profiles and charge distribution (top}
and potential distrH•ution (bottom) perpendicular to
the semiconductor suxface in a sux:face Channel CCD, a
bulk channel CCD, and a BCCD with a profiled cha::lnel.
The dashed lines represent the near.J.¥ enpty well a:o.d
the solid ll%les the profile in the presence of a substantiai charge packet.
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The region of depleted silicon between the signal. charge end

~~

insulator. The f'ri.i:lge fields thus are· considerably stronger then
in a::l SCCD of' comparab:l.e geometry and will speed up the transfer
of charge (see Section 5). Devices with a 5 ~ro. thick epil.a:yer
1-..e.ve been operated at clock rates above 100 MHz [3l] .· On the

,,,,

the gate oxide increases the effective thi~~ess of the gate

Devices w1th more than three symmetrical. electrodes per unit cell
can be operated in a special mode where more than only one electrode is turned on at al.l times. The maximum signaJ. current Is
can the:o. be

I s = (p-2)·A•Cox ·Vp ·fc

other hand, a thicker effective gate insulator reduces the capaci-

(3)

ta."lce per area and thus the signal. handling capablli ty. To obtain
!'lS.Xi,.·:nm. signal. handling, a shallow implant concentrated near the

Si-Si?2 interface is required. However, the best features of
both devices can be combined. The combination of a lightly doped
epila~'er and a shallow concentrated implant generates a profiled

where p is the number of phases. This mode has SOI:l.e significance
in 4-phase devices where it can effectively double the signaJ.
handli~ capability.

'

cha:J.."l.el [32] which carries large packets close to the surface but
has a potential minima w:r.ich lies deep in the bulk in the presence of sma.ll packets (Fig. 15). This structure thus combines
a J.cge signal handJ.:l..ng capability with strong fringe fields
which speed up the tr~~sfer of the last fraction of charge.
7ne choice between a surface chan.~el or one of the bulk
chan..."lel devices will r:J.ainl.y depend on the performance required in
a particular application. The lower '"transfer inefficiency and
noise and the higher operating speed of a BCCD are bought at the
expense of a more complicated processing sequence.

5.

5.1

In devices with symmetricaJ. electrodes the clock amplltudes
Vp can, at least in princip~e, be adjusted within reasonable
limits tq match the required sig:c.al. At the ~ower lim.it, x::rl.ni:mut:l.
pul.se empli tudes of typicall.y about 1-2 V are required to overcome anomalies in the potential. distribution at the edges of the
electrodes or threshold voltage differences between adjacent
electrodes. 1m upper limit for Vp is reached when the :fields at
the oxide-siJ.icon interface become strong enoug...lt to produce
avalanche breakdown. The generated carriers would ·then flood the
potential. well and lower the interface potentisJ.. In the preSence
of a full charge packet the main potential drop occurs across the
gate m:ide, which al.so has a limited breakdown strength of about
5Xl06 V cm-2, or about 50 V for a 100 nro. thicY.ness. The m~
number of electrons that can be stored at the Si-Si~ interface is
thus on the.order of lol3 cm-2~

•

PERFO:Ml-.NCE PARAMETERS

Signal Handling Capability

To :first order the amount of charge % which can be stored
"in each individual-potential. well depends on the "size of the

'

.bucket"
Q = A-C ·v
s
ox P'

(~)

i.e., its active area A and its "depth" given by C0 £Vp where C0x
is the gate oxide capacitance per unit area end Vp is the pul.se
pot~~tial applied to the electrode with respect to the neighbor
electrodes. The a.-nount of signal current ls which can flow
throug!l. a 3-phe.se device pulsed at an ele:nent or cl.ock rate fc
then becomes
I

s

= A·Cox ·Vp •fc .

In 2-phase devices the maximum signal. current and the
necessary operating pulse potentials are more or less predetermined by the built-in potential. step or barrier, although
in most devices the step heig.."lt al.so scales tO a certain extent
with the applied clock potential. For electrodes with e built-in
barrier <Pt,{Vp) and a storage part of area Ast with a capacitance
per unit area C5 t the signal handJ.ing capability is

Q, =

'.

(2)

1.

!

"t,(VP)·Ast"Cst"

(4)

Since CJ>o(Vp) normally increases with applied electrode voltage,
the device will have the highest signal handling capability when
operated with overlapping clock pulses, also called push
clocks [33], so that one electrode is fUlly turned on before the
other one turns off. This mode of operation is also more advantageous than the nonoverlapping or drop clock mode with regard to
obtaining best transfer efficiency-(see Section 5.2).

'
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In a suitably designed 3-phase CCD, which is operated with
sui'ficie..'ltly large clock pulses, eventual.ly alJ. the charge would
fl.c-,.; frot1 one well to the next, if enough ti.'lle is a:uowed for
this trarlsfer. 'The main fraction of a reasonably large charge
packet will transfer within a very short time on the order of only
a few ns U."lder the inf1uen.ce of the self-induced electrostatic
·
forces. But once the charge density temair~ng under the sender
electrode has fallen to about 1olO electrons/Cm2 the final stage
of the charge transfer is governed by ther.nal diffusion. The time
constant with which the last few perce."l.t of charge flow from the
sender electrode will thus increase with the square of the electrode length. For a 10 ~m long electrode it is about 30 ns.
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TO ELEMENT FREQUENCY fc

Fig. 16

If insufficient time is allowed for the transfer, the
se.."lder 'Well cannot empty to a negligible i'raction, and e. sme.D.
signaJ. dependent amount of charge is lef't behind. This effect is
<;u:nulative and can .a:nount to substantial. signal degradation e.:f'ter
many transfers. Assuming that a constant f'raction E of the sishal is lett behind, an isolated charge packet which has undergone
n tre."l.Sfers will be reduced by e. factor

E~~ect of incomplete trans~er on the modulation tra.~sfer
function and: on the appearance of an isolated charge
packet for different values of the inefficienc,y product

ne.

(Ref. 43)

packet for increasing inefficienc,y products ne is illustrated on
the right-hand side of Fig. 16.
The curves on the left-hand Side represent the signal
degradation in the frequency domain calculated f'rom the ss:ne
linear model. Charge transfer devices are analog sampled data
sys·terns, and the maximum signeJ. frequency f which can be properly
represented is equal to hal.f the clock :frequency fc. The transfer
functions have thus been no:rmalized with respect to ~c· The
stronger roll-off towards higher frequencies with higher ineffieieney products ne is evident. For imaging devices ne products
in excess of 0.3 would lead to a noticeable loss of resolution
near the Nyquist limit.

(5)

and the subsequent, originally empty packet Will have accumulated
some residual charge

(6)

The approximations hold e.s long as the "inefficiency product" ne
is sufficiently sm.aJJ. compared to unity, so that second order
terms can be negl.ected. The degradation of a single charge

M:'•O.or

(.

g"

5.2 Transfer Efficiency

'l,..es = 'in (l-elne ~ ~ ·ne.

g

:iI

constant but is modulated

by changes in the barrier height or width, which depend on the
amount of signal charge t::-ansf'erred. This mode has thus serious
dra."'·be.cks with respect to the transfer efficiency that can be
obtained.

'but= 'tn(l-e)n ~ ~(l-ne)
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If' 2-pha.se devices are operated with clock amplitudes which
do not exceed the bui~t-in barrier height ¢b(Vp), then not all
charge can transi'er :t.rom one well to the next, and the device
the.."l operates in the incomplete charge transfer mode or bucketbrigade mode. The amount of charge retained behind the berrier

II
'

I

I
i
I

As an introduction we had considered the limitations ~osed
on transfer efficienc,y by the clock rate and the thermal diff'usion ti:m.e constant. Obviously shorter electrodes will permit
higher speed of operation. However, in practice it is just as
effective to use substrate materials of high resistivity and

..

.

.L

.

{-II

'.

' '
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t!>.icker gate insulators. Then the fringe fields will reach under
the electrodes and the carriers will move much more rapidl.y under
the L~luence of these drift fields [34-36]. This ef£ect becomes
especially important in bulk cha."lltel devices [37]. If' it were
only for ~he limitations discussed so fer, transfer inef'f'iciencies
below 10- couJ.d readily be obtained at MHz clock rates.
In bucket-brigade devices, or in 2-phese CCD's operating in
the incomplete transfer mode because of insufficient clock pul.se
a~plitudes, the speed of the transfer is limited by the bottleneck "represented by the HOSFET channel or by· the barrier region.
Furthe:!.":::lore, the length of this cha.n.~el. or the height of the
barrie is moduJ.ated by the signal charge transferred. Thereby
the charge retained ir. the previous well is also a function of
the sig:1el packet size. Typically the transfer inefficiency ;ls
o~ the order of lo-3 unless special 9are is taken to reduce these
eodulation effects.

;,,.

'.'

'
•

,,,

L~ devices with electrode separations of a few micrometers
such as the original 3-phase CCD, or.in 2-phese CCD's with imprope::'ly :lligned implanted barriers, spurious potential bumps can
form which also retain part of the signal charge. Normally these
u.'tdesired barriers are narrow and largely dominated by fringe
effects. The modulation effects due to the signal charge can
t'nen be especial.ly stron& and the device will show a correspondingly poor tr~'tsfer efficiency [38,39].

':

n

. Output signe.ls observed ~n a. 256-el.ement 3-~evel
3-phase CCD: (a, b) on en SCCD and (c,d) on a BCCD,
both without and with a 1~ bias charge. (Refs . l3 ~d

30)

L't CCD' s of proper design operating in the complete transfer
mods the do:ninant mechanism producing ·transfer inefficiency is
due to the interaction with interface states [4o,4~]. A signal
·charge packet comi"ng in contact with enpty interface states will
supply the necessary charge to fill these states almost instant~~eously. As the charge packet moves on, these interface states
release the captured charges e.gaL't but with considerably slower
ti=:e co::tstants which depend on the energy levels of the states in
the band gap. Many carriers will thus be released too ~ate so
that they ca."l no longer join their oWn charge packet but will be
added to one of the following packets 1 and they will thus produce
a s:J.all tail following the last full charge packet~ The loss
exper~enced by the first full packet of' a sequence increases with
the tii:le elapsed since the last transfer of charge through the
device (Fig. 17a), since all interface states which have emptied
in the meantime have to be refilled.

canCellation is not perfect since the size of a charge packet
increases somewhat with its charge content. A full charge packet
will thus reach a larger number of interface states at the edges
of the potential well than a bias charge packet does. Tr.is
remaining residual edge effect limits the trBk~Sfer efficiency in
wide channel devices to the range of lo-4 to lo-5. In principle
the same effects take place in bulk channel devices owing to
interaction with the traps in the silicon bulk.. However,· because
of the lower effective trap density, transfer inefficiencies
below lo-5 can be obtained in BCCD's (Fig. 17c,d) [13].
5.3
~

This effect can be mitigated by operating the device with
sooe bias charg'e also called "backgroood charge" or "fat zeros"
(Fig. l'Tb). In this mode most of the interface states are kept
filled during most of the time and ideally each signa.l packet
would lose into the interface states the same amount of charge
which it would gain tram the previous packet. In reality this

Fig.

(d)

' ,.

Dark Current

In the potentie.l wells of' a CCD, as in any solid-state image
sensor, thermally generated carriers are added to those produced
by the incident light. The two most i.toportant sources in a :potential well under an MOS electrode are the generation or carriers
via midband states 1ocated at the Si-Si~ interface and in the
depleted silicon bulk. This dark current background: will thus
appear su,perposed on the video signal. Since the generation rate

.l

_,L.

t-rz..

•
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5.4 Noise

.-;.; ;p;;,~~'··;~f

The noise in the video signal CS!l, of course, never be lower
than the fluctuations given by the Poisson distribution of the
randomly arriving photons. The variance of this noise is g1 ven
by the square root of the number of co~ected ca_~iers and thus
gets lower as the light flux is reduced. The ther.na.l noise at
the input of the preamplifier and other system noise, however,
are constant and wil.l thus become dominant in low light l.evel
appl.ications.

r.:--.::..~~~~{:_;~;
----=-~--:"'

'
(a)

Fig. 18

I bl

Integrated dark current distribution in a linear CCD
for integration times of (a:) 0.1. s and (b) 1 s, respectively, showing noisy background and several ind.ividueJ.

dark current spikes.

(Ref. 44)

is not t:.niform over the whole device, the gra.."lularity of' this
background will typical.J.y set a lower llmit to the amount of
light required to produce an image of a certain quality. Of

course, the dark current contribution increases with l.onger integration times (Fig. 18), and it can be reduced by cooling the

I
I
I

!:

device.
In present-day devices the average dark current is in the
ra."lge :frOl'll 1 to 10 nA c::n-2. At this rate a potential well under
.an electrode pulseci to 1.0 V would be completely filled in about

10 s. These numbers include already the more complicated processing sequence required to make a real device. Much longer
storage times- Can be obtained on isolated MOS capacitors.
In addition to the dark current accumulated in the inte~ation sites, some consideration has also to be given to the
contribution of the readout registers. In principle all packets
which pass through the same registers at the same transfer rate
will. get the same dark current contribution, and nonuniformiti~s
will thus average out. Furthermore, .the readout ti.-ne is normal.l.y
not longer than the integration time, and thus if the dark current
is low enough to give adequate levels in the unaveraged integration sites, the contributions in the readout registers can typically be neglected. In surface channel devices the latter dark
. . 'Jl'rent compOnent even has a beneficial aspect since it provides
an automatic bias charge which·tmproves transfer efficiency.

In addition to these general. considerations, the signal in
a CCD is subject to transfer noise. The amount of charge left
behind in each transfer has not only a systematic dependence on
the Signal., which results in transfer inefficiency, but also
shows statistical fluctuations introducing additional
noise [4d,42). These fluctuations are related to the absolute
amount of charge which is captured and subsequently reemitted in
each transfer. In a well-designed device, operating 'in the complete charge transfer mode, the transfer noise will then be ·
determined mainly by the density of interface states or buL~
traps. For this reason surface channel devices wi.J,l. ex."llbit :::10re
transfer noise than bulk channel de,vices. Furthermore, in SCCD's
the Size of the charge packet and therefore the transfer noise
are fairly constant, while in BCCD' s the size of the charge packet
varies with its charge content. At low signal levels the signal
packets interact with fewer bulk traps, and the BCCD has therefore much less transfer noise. This is also the reason that
BCCD's, when operated at small signal levels with no additional
biaS charge, still exhibit good transfer efficiency [30] •

6.

i·

CONCLUSION

A wide varie~ of designs of charge transfer devices are
availabl.e and their operation is well understood. For highresolution image sensors considerations of good transfer efficiency and l.ow noise are dominant. For this reason devices such
as 2-, 3-, and 4-phase CCD's operating in the complete charge
transfer mode are used almost exclusively at present. For low
light level applications bulk channel devices are preferred.
other important considerations are long storage times, or low and
unif'orm dark current. This l.atter property is strongly tech.'lol.ogy dependent. A great deal. of effort is currently being spent
to devel.op processes which meet all of the above specifications
and which produce defect-free devices with high yield.
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5. 0

METHODS FOR INTRODUCTION OF ELECTRICAL INPUT

5.1

Current Integration InQill_
v,.,

4-.

~z

c-l~~ c-! ~. =J~b
FIGURE l

The source diffusion S in

con~unction

with the input

gate G1 forms a current source that introduces charge into
the input potential well under the electrode G2.
terms used are:

Other

current input and dynamic current injec-

tion.
5.2

Voltaoe lnQill_

lol

FIGURE 2
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(a)

Input structu1·e

(b)

Potenti)l diagram which illustrates the filling of the

input metering well under electrode G2 to the source
potential!
(c)

1)

v5

+ Vtn·

During the turn-off time of electrode Gl the charge

in the conducting channel under gate G] is returned to the
source diffusion S.
2)

When the channel under electrode Gl is cut off, a

charge packet Qsig is retained under electrode G2, which is
at the same potential as the source diffusion.
Other terms used:

gate diode input, reverse

biased diode input, transmission gate input.
5.3

Charge-Preset Input

FIGURE 3

(!)

~1

__ j

(a)

Input gate structure; (b) and (c) potential profiles

illustrating th-e fill and spill operations; (d) potential

·".

profile showing the transfer of input charge signal, Qsig'
from the input well to the

ceo

register.

Other terms used:

potential equilibration input, stabilized charge input,
and fill-and-spill input.
5.4

Voltage-Preset

FIGURE 4
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(c)

This input method is a special form of charge-preset input
in which the cha1·ge in the input metering
emptied.

This metering

~1ell

~1ell

is never completely

can he fonnecl under a d-e biased

.I

/
electrode G2 as shown in (a) or by a floating diffusion
as sho¥m in (c).

In operation the input/metering well

is preset ¥lith charge by method 5,3.

Subsequently, voltage

Vref is applied to G3 and a charge packet is transferred into
the charge transfer channel.

A version of the voltage-preset

input method that .is insensitive to

~lOS

threshold voltage is

shown in Figure (d).

FIGURE 5

(c)

(d)

In this case the charge packet is preset with the same
electrode that controls the size of the charge packet that
is moved into the transfer channel.

~---- .

. c
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6.0

TYPES OF OUTPUT CIRCUITS
6.1

Current Output

FIGURE 6

The current from the output diode or drain diffusion is
directly.
6.2

meas~wed

Floating Diffusion Amplifier (FDA)

FIGURE 7
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The floating diffusion is a sense node connected to the gate of a
MOSFET.

It is usually reset every clock cycle to a fixed potential

via a reset gate or a transfer electrode.

This amplifier is also

knovm as the gated charge integrating (GCI) amplifier.
6.3

Floating _Gate Amplifier

~

v,.,

(-6)

FIGURE 8

--i

Fig. 8(a) and
amplifier.

8(b) sh011 two versions of a floating gate

In (a) the floating gate is pennanently isolated

while in (b) it is periodically reset.
6.4

Distributed Floating Gate Amplifier (DFGA)

FIGURE 9

The signal is sensed non-destructively several times at
successive FGA's in one CCO and is regenerated coherently into a
second parallel register
at the same rate.

~lith

parallel inputs l'lhich is clocked

This time delay SUITII!?tion of the outputs,

ideally, improves the rms power signal-to-rms.noise ratio by a
factor

>1-r

for N FGA stages.

It should also decrease significantly

coupling into the output of many clock subharmonics.
6.5

Correlated Double Sampling (CDS)
A method of readout which eliminates reset noise inherent to the

floating diffusion amplifier.
reset voltage level

v,

In operation, after reset, the

is measured and stored.

The signal is

then transfer·red orrto the sense node and this voltage
measured.

The measur·ed values

v,

and V2 are then

v2

is

subtr~ctcd.

If the time between measurements is«RC (1·1here R is the off
resistance of the reset switch and C is the sense node
capacitance), the reset noise is rer.roved.

.• L•. ~.
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A SYMMETRICALLY BALANCED LINEAR DIP~IAL
CHARGE SPLITTING INPUT FOR CHARGE-COUPLED DEVICES
by

C. H. sequin, M. F. Tompsett, D. A. Sealer, and R. E. Crochiere
Bell Laboratories
Murray Hill, New Jersey
07974

AESTRA.CT

A new charge input scheme for charge-coupled devices
~s

described.

Charge packets or a rixed size are produced

~

each clock cycle.

VGA

Each charge packet is subsequently

split into two parts under two input gates.

The difference

between the two resulting fractional charge packets is a
linear function of the potential difference between the two
signal input gates.

This input scheme is particularly suitable

for use with differential charge-coupled delay lines since the
charge representation or the input signal and its complement
are produced in a highly symmetrical manner.

The principle

may also be used for splitting charge packets in any required
ratio for more general- application.

..___________,
FIXED
CHARGE INPUT

VGB
CHARGE SPLITTING
SIGNAL INPUT

Conceptual plan view of symmetrical differential
input structure for differential charge transfer
channels.
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section through the input gates GA and GB

1d t~0ugh the separation gate SG. Potential
'
rofiles and charge distribution are shown for

Use of the differential input structure as a charge
input for a single charge transfer channel.

the balanced case, b) an unbalanced case and
saturation.
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FOR CHARGE COUPLED DEVICES

carlo H. S~uin•

t\

ABSTRACT
An input scheme for analog charge coupled signal processing devices

has been developed that acts as a prefilter to

sup~ress

the aliasing

frequencies produced by the SaJn?led data nature of the CCO.
packet injected into the

Each charge

ceo is a sum of several 1-reighted subsamples
ceo clock rate. Various approaches that

taken at a multiple of the

differ in their rates of oversampling and in their time periods over
w~ich

subsamples are combined have been compared with respect to their

usefulness to produce a sharp cutoff prefilter.

A particul ar implementa-

tion using only a factor of two oversampling but an averaging period that
extends over two

ceo

clock periods results in a good prefilter charac-

teristic and has been applied to a charge-coUPled split-electrode transversal filter.

f~
P.•

Different implementations of the basic scheme and layout

considerations are disucssed.

• C.H. S~quin is with Bell Telephone Laboratories, ~urray Hill, N.J. 07974 .
He is currently on leave of absence with the Deoar.tment of Electrical
Enqineering and Comouter Sciences, University of California, Berkeley,
Ca. 947ZO.
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a stopband starting at 4kHz.

Because of the

~lyquist

theOrem. the lowest

element rate at which the main filter could be implemented would be 8kHz;
this. however, would require a prefilter with an even sharper transition
between passband and stopband than the main filter itself.

A."'TIALIASING INPurS FOR CHARGE COUPLED DEVICES

As the clocl:

rate of the main filter is increased to 32kHz and 128kHz. the prefilter

carlo H. se:quin

could be implemented with a second or third order active filter and with
. INTRODUCTION

a siq,le RC circuit. respectively.

Charge coupled signal

pro~ssing

devices are discrete-time sampled-

length !'las grown to about 50 taps for 32kHz and to about four t1rr.es this

data structures and thus subject to the effects of the repetition of the
signal soectrum at

the sampling frequency.

At the same time the main filter

size at 128kHz·.

Nonnally the sampling

The first solution is a good compromise, whereas the

arount of silicon used for the latter would be hard to justify.

process occurs inherently in the input stage of the CCD and-thus happens
at the operating clock rate (element rate) fc of the device.

TRADITIONAL PP£FILTER U!PLEMENTATIONS

Any input

signal frequency fs•!_f + nfc• where n·fc is an integer multiple of the
0
clock frequency, will ~reduce the same response inside the charge transfer
channel as the frequency f

lying in the fundamental branch of the
0
spectrum between 0 and O.Sfc. Thus a !'refilterino operation that limits

Passive LC filters or active RC networks could readily be used to
implement the necessary low-pass prefilter.

~

Only the latter a~proach

is compatible with the silicon integrated circuit technology.

Even then

the cost of the prefilter may exceed that of the ceo ma.infilter. when

the input siqnal spectrum to half the elerrent rate is normally required

external or laser tril'!llled RC components are required to yield the desired

before the continuous inout signal can be broken up into separate charge

accuracy.

!=Jackets without producing aliasing frequencies.

a technology compatible with CCO processing, so that the orefilter can be
included on the same chip to form a self-contained signal processing unit.

For low-pass sampled-data filters with a passband edge fp the prefilter can gradually roll off from the frequency fp to the frequency fc-fp
11here it must have the desired rejection.

....

)

~e

~.,e

Thus the

~igher

the clock rate

safl'll"lled-data
main filter, the easier the task of the oref11 ~r.
.

~ner

On

hand, the orOer of a transversal implementation of the lllilin

filter increases with higher clock rates and the fabrication of the filter
becomes more difficult and

~re

It is preferable to choose a prefilter that can be realized in

expensive.

These tradeoffs are illustrated in ;:igure l using the examole of a
Tow-!lass f"1lter for soeech an'llications with a oassband from 0 to 3kHz and

·A second feature, which may be desirable for on-the-shelf devices to be
used in applications requiring different or variable clock rates, is to
use a prefilter with a cutoff frequency that scales with the 09erating
clock rate of the CCD.

This requirement obviously implies a discrete-

time apf)roach, and thus basically a orefil ter operating at a highe:samplin£1 rate.
~ding

Such a prefilter does not overcome the need for a pre-

analog. continuous-time filter, but the requirements for such a

filter can be relaxed 1n proport1on to the aroount by which the sampling

~->

.
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rate is increased.

size would be to take multiple samples during eaCh clock period.

For higher effective saiiJi)l'ing rates the roll-off

samples are then

of the analog prefilter can be very gradual, and it is then possible to

imolement that filter with

a small

filter of relatively low order.

Charge-coupled devices are

particularly suitable for such an oversampling approach since the summing

ele!Tents; often a single capacitor will be sufficient.
imple~nted

or averaged to 'Obtain one sample which is injected

into the charge transfer channel {F'i9ure Zb).

number of external low-pr:ecision

The sarr.pled-data prefilter can be

s~J~~~red

These

of the subsamples can be achieved directly in one of the potential wells

as a transversal

of the

In the context of the example illustrated

ctD~

The prefilter can then be integrated into the input structure

in Figure 1. a prefilter is required that rolls off between 4 and 28kHz

of the CCO (2,3}.

for the practical case where the main filter operates at an.element r~te

are used to generate different subsamples. these subsamples can be assigned

of 32kHz.

different weights. and thus one obtains additional flexibility in tailoring

Such a orefilter. with a rejection of 40dB between 28 and

the roll-off function of the prefilter tFigure 2c).

36kHz and with a passband ripple of less than 11 could be implemented

Figure 2d illustrates that prefiltering achieved by over-sampling with

with a transversal filter having only 6 taps and operating at 64kHz. or

suitable weighting coefficients and subsequent SU!lllling corresponds to

13 taps when the prefilter sampling rate is increased to 128kHz.
However~

transversal filtering with a prefilter operati.ng at the oversampling rate

the implementation of such a transversal prefilter with a

t

split-electrode CCD would require the complete overhead of charge
injection and detection circuitry. countdown logic. clock. drivers and
auxiliary gating pulses.

Furtherncre. if metering electrodes Of different sizes

The duplication of the!:.e peripher·ai circuits

followt!d by a subsequent decimation of the produced output signal samples

to reduce the data rate to the clock rate of the main filter.

A11 of

these pref11tering operations can be performed entirely in the charge

for the prefilter requires an area of silicon that is out of proportion

domain and thus produce charge packets that can be injected directly into

to its function.

the main

As will be shown in this paper, the transversal pre-

filter.

Before we discuss actual implementations of such input structures.

fi1tering can be done entirely in the charge domain and the required
circuitry is rather

ceo

we will give an overview over the oref11ter functions produced for different

si~le.

safl1)1ing rates. averaging periods, and weighting coefficients to develop a
PREFILTERHIG BY

OVERSA~PLING

ANO SUMMING

better understanding for the main tradeoffs.

The high frequency components in the 1nout siqnal can be attenuated
COf1PARISOH OF VARIOUS PP,EFILTER FUNCTIONS

if the incoming continuous signal is averaged over the clock period
rather than sampled with a delta function (Fiqure 2a).

If the prefilter simply averages the input signal over the full

It has been

ceo

discovered that the potential eouil lbration or ''fill and spill" input

clock period r. corresponding to the inverse of the actual element rate.

produces such a filtering function for small signal amplitudes (1).

the resulting freauency response is equal to sin(wfT}/('II'fT) as displayed

discrete~time

The

equivalent which fs applicable to s1gna.l amplitudes of any

in F1gure 3a.

The discrete-time imolementation of this function obtained

1-'f
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by sampling at a higher rate, s. and sUilllling th.e individual subsamples

the desired values at 4kHz and 28kHz. are 5.7:; and 0.7:::. respectively.

taken during one clock period results in the resoonses shown in Figure

Thus the special weighting coefficients that yield a triple zero at the

3b and 3c for the cases of two and four delta-function samples per clock
period, respectively.

All these prefi1ters have a rather slow

and even though they have a true zero at the CCD

cloc~

roll~ff,

ceo clock frequency gi.ve more rejection in the stopband at the expense
of a stronger droop in the passband.

frequency, they

Figures 31 and 3j have both been generated with a sallq)ling rate of

have an effective stopband region around that area that is too narrow

128kHz but average over one clock period (four subSall'fi'les) and two clock

for practical purposes.

periods (eight subsamples) respectively.

A steeper roll-off can be achieved if the averaging period P is
extended.

tin-e

obtained from the Rerrez algorithm are 12.4% and 2.3::.

Figure 3d shows the result of a continuous averaging process

over the extended period of 2T.
i~le~ntation.

Figures 3e and 3f represent the discrete-

taking four and eight samples at the same rates as

previously used for Figures 3b and 3c. respectively.

Even though the

roll-off is now steeper. the effective stopband region has not become
much wider.

Considering the

narrow effective stopband and the correspondingly large error of the
prefilter 3i. it becomes evident that for a fixed number of samples {four)
the extension of the averaging period to two clock cycles of the CCD
(Figures 3g or 3h) "is 100re important than an increase of -the sampling rate
from 64kHz to 128kHz (Figure 2i).

An efficient way to widen this stopband is to place a

multiple zero at the ceo clock frequency.

The respective optimized errors

The baseband of sorre important cases of the filter responses

This can be done by assigning

displayed in Figure 3 have been superimposed on a nonnalized scale in

the respective weights of 1/8. 3/8. 3/8 and 1/8 to the four samples

Figure 4 for

taken during an averaging period of ZT.

rejection of prefilters e and c which use unweighted samples are really

The prefilter response becomes

(cos 1ffT}' and is displayed in Figure 3g.

Since these four weighted

~sed

It .:an be

se~n

tt.at the

sto~b.J.nd

Figure 4 further shows

that the stopband performance of curve g with the artificial third order
to

optimize these weights so that the errors in the passband and in the
stopband are minimized (4}.

COII'fi'arison.

poor compared tog and j using suitable weights.

subSalfllles can be regarded as the impulse response of a transversal
filter. a computer program_ based on the Remez algorithm can be

eas~er

zero at fc surpasses even the "optimized" resoonse of prefilter j which
uses twice as rrany samp 1es.

Referring to the example discusse_d in the.

··'"Oduction. we deffne the passband from 0 to 4kHz and the stooband

~

fr:'. ';!8 to 36kHz for a CCO clock frequency of 32kHz.

The choice of a specific approach not only depends_ on the applica-

The computer

qptimization yields resoective weights of 0.328 and 0.115 and a "riople"
(error) of 2.7% in both bands (Figure 3h).

A PARTICULAR IMPLEMENTATION

.

The corresponding numbers

for the previous filter function tFigure 3g). i.e •• the deviations from

tion and the prefiltering reQuirements. but also upon the difficulty or
expense in terms of additional silicon area on the CCO-chio that fs used
for 1ts implen-entation.
to be

i~le~nted

is a

The particular device for which a orefilter had
low~p:ass

transversal f11 ter correspondfn9 to the

1-S"'
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description in the introduction.

This device (5). which is described

elsewhere in this issue. is operated 1n a four-phase manner with
de clock phases.

'biO

All timing pulses are derlved from a master clock

ri,Q'Ining at four times the element rate of the ceo.

One of the boundary

conditions for the choice of the prefilter was that the on-ch1p
countdown logic should not be complicated unnecessarily and no higher
multiple of the master clock should be used.

A prefilter. according to

diode at the rooment when the gate turns off.

Referring to Figure Sa.

samples are taken in the metering wells in time slots 1 3,
y

the master clock..

These

in tirre slots 2. 4. 6.

a.

sa~les

s.

7 of

are transferred to the suming wells

and are alternately injected from there into

the CCO at the beginning of each CCD clock period.

In principle, only two separate netering electrodes With sizes
1/8 and 3/8 of a full size electrode in the ceo have to be provided for

approach g or h (Figure 3). using a sampling rate of 64kHz combined with

the i~1ementation of the prefilter function shown in Figure 3g.

an extended averaging period of 2T. seemed easy to implement and to offer

However. to obtain a layout with no crossings between the transfer paths

adequate prefilter perfonnance.

of the charge packets representing the subsaJII!lles and with fewer

The weighting coefficients of orefilter g

~1ere

preferred because

crossovers and' contact windows aroong the address leads that perfonn

they give the better stopband rejection. and the droop of the frequency

the switching between the metering and the sunming wells, an approach

response in the passband between 0 and 4kHz can readily be compensated

with "bofo separate n:etering electrodes for both sull111ing electrodes has

by adjusting the tao weights in the transversal charge-coupled main

been adopted.

filter to give a suitable boost of the response towards the passband

shown in Figure 5b.

edge.

are shown as sfr!llle rectangles and the transfer gates as si!Jllle switches.·
Figu~

prefilter.

5 is a schematic representation of the operation of the
Since the

averagin~

oeriod P extends over two clock. cycles

T. but a charge packet has to be injected into the main ceo on every
clock cvcle, an interleaved apnroach of the charge packet generation
has to be t.sed.

Weighted

subsampl~s

are added in two separate sumning

A functional block diagram of this input structure is
The metering wells (MW) and the sunrning wells {I:W)

The nunbers below each switch indicate the time slots during which a
charge packet is tr.insferred.
The actual layout of the antialfasing ceo
in Figure 6.

in~ut

is shown schematically

The dotted areas indicate the MOS electrodes which in

reality are implemented by two layers of overlapping polysilicon electrodes,

wells which then alternately in.1ect the integrated samoles into the

with MW and EW in the first level.

charge transfer channe I.

are aluminum conductors that aca!:ss the corresponding gates through

This c:articular CCD _filter employs a "voltage input" in which the
input si9nal fs applied to the input diode.

A small input gate acts

as a sampling gate to slice off a charge packet under the metering
electrode

~hat

produces the same interface potential as that on the 1nput

contact windows (X).

The blank stripes SG, IGX. and IGY

The outline of the transfer areas and the input

diode (TO) is marked by a dashed line.

All four metering wells are

fanned under the same electrode (/£) and the resoective weighting
coefficients 1/8, 3/8,

3/8~

1/8 are detenn1ned by the width of the

1-'
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transfer channels underneath.

A photograph of the actual device input

is presented in Figure 7.

the ideal 55-tap filter with suitably rounded coefficients.

DISCUSSION
The layout of the actual input structure is very compact. and

RESULTS

The described antia11asing input has been used in a self-contained
55-tap split-electrode low-pa,:s filter (5).

In addition to the charqe

compared to the length of the main ceo only a small additional length
is required to accormlOdate the SUlllllling wells and the additional

transfer elerrents. this chip carries all peripheral logic c'ircuitry and

conductors and contacts for the multitude of input gates (Fiqure 6).

pulse drivers to operate the CCO and its input-output circuitry.

The overall width of the input structure is only slightly larger than

It

carries several n-MOS operational amplifiers and other analog circuit

the ceo channel. since the still of all weighting coefficients adds up to

elements for charge detection an~ signal reconstruction.

unity, and thus the sum of a11 partial channel widths under the rretering

The devices

have been fabricated using a 6'*'1llask double-level polysil icon process
with self-aligned source and drain diffusions.

electrode (ME} is equal to the ceo channel width.
The additional logic circuitry required to drive the prefilter

For comparison. devices

with and without the antialiasing input have been built on the same

consists of a flipflop, used to provide signals at half the ceo clock

wafer.

rate for the interleaved SUI!Illing and injection into the

Figure 8 compares the frequency responSes of the two devices,

ceo~

In the device with the normal voltage input the passband (0-3.2kHz) is

NAND and NOR gates to decode the special gating functions

repeated above and below each multiple of the clock frequency of 32kHz.

ta,

All repetitidns of this band are attenuated by a factor (sin Trfr}/(trfT).

DA. and

!Jlus sorre

IGX~ IGY~ tA~

oa.

For this particular device it m.:.y be

des~rable

to raise the o•:er-

This factor. which produces true zeros at all multioles of the clock frequency,

sampling rate to 4fc (128kHz} so that the unavoidable analog prefilter

originates from the sample-and-hold signal reconstruction circuit.

can be realized with a sin<~le RC circuit.

antialiasing input. on the other hand. suppresses all

repetit~'lns

The
of the

passband associated with odd multiples of the clock frequency.
An expanded view of the fundamental branch of the overall frequt'ncy
\

~ponse

th_

is presented in Figure 9.

It can be seen that the respc,:;e of

'Min filter can be -::uitably Predistorted to compensate for the

combined droop due to the

prefilt~r

and the sample-and-hold circuit. so

that the overa11 response throughout the ?assband and uo to the Nyquist
limit (16kHz) in the stopband is rather flat.
t~e

two bands correspond closely to the

The observed ripples in

pred1ct~d

frequency response of

Even thouoh thi:s complicates the:

layout of the input end of the device. since metering wells of four
different sizes are now required, necessary gating signals can still be
derived from the master_ clock of 4fc without needing any
this frequency.

multi~les

of

Sampl<:::s are now taken in all 8 tirre slots of Ftgure 5.

However. regardless of the timing details of a soecific implementation,
a problem may arise in the largest metering well which must take two
sa~les

and transfer them to a surrminq well in two subsequent time slots.

Two separate implementations of this meterino well may have to be used
in order to avoid a race condition between the loading of one sample and

J-7
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$ection must be provided.

the discharge of the previous charge packet.

Followin,g an opposite philosophy one may want to separate the

Because of this difficulty the simple approach sampling at 64kHz

metering process

has been taken.

co~letely

from the chartje transfer channel.

The

capacitors that <;onvert the input voltage with a certain weighting
OTHER

IMPL~ENTATIONS

coefficient into a corresponding charge packet could be implemented

For prefilter functions generated by the combination of more than

either as MOS structures with a heavily doped counter electrode in the

four subsarnoles. and particularly i f the averaging process stretches over

substrate or as double-level polysilicon structures tFigure ~1). These

more than two clock. per-iods T which would require more than two sunming

approaches have the advantage that the capacitors at the output of the

wells. the layout of the input structure can get complicated.

CCO

It is then

that perform the inverse conversiOn from a charge packet to a

!ll)re difficult to avoid crossings of the transfer paths of the subsamples

voltage signal can be implem2nted with the same structure. so that the

and to provide access leads from the logic to the various transfer gates.

overall gain of the de'Vice then depends only on a ratio of two areas.

Also; the decoding of the various gating pulses may become more difficult.

Furthenoore. better linearity may be expected. since the voltage

It may then be advantageous to combine the charge packets in the moving

dependence of capacitors using majority carriers is smaller than that

potential

~Jells

of the CCD itself and to use the differe!'!.t phases of the

ceo to do the oversampling operation.

This leads to the transposed fonn

of a charge coupled FIR tfin1te impulse response} prefilter shown in
Figure 10.

This circuit topology corresponds to a parallel in- $erial-

~fan

MOS inversion capacitor.

Charge is transferred from the ntop"

plate of the capacitor tFigure 11) to the

ceo

when a voltage step

V1n - v;ero is applied to the bottom plate {7). A proportional amount
of charge is then pushed across a threshold barrier established under

out transversal filter (6) or to an arrangement of parallel delay lines

an MJS gate into a sUIIIIIing well at the input of the ceo.

of different lengths proposed by Berger and Coutures (2).

capacitor could act as the ~~Eterina device for several summin!:J we-lls

In prlnciple a prefilter of this form could combine any number of

if the HOS transfer gates are suitably pulsed.

The same

The signal paths can

subsamples and the averaging process could stretch over many clock periods

readily be crossed since the charge on these caoacitors consists of

without any topological difficulties in the basic layout.

majOrity carrier. and thus the topological layout problems are a11eviated.

This approach

is best suited when the mafn ceo is ooerated with four active clock
phases. eac'l T/4 apart.
in a natural manner.
be solved.

~n

oversamplfng rate of 4fc can then be obtained

Still. there are some nontrivial layout problems to

All the metering wells for all four phases should be imple-

mented under" electrodes that lie in the same level of polysilfcon; dnd
access leads to all the transfer electrodes and input qates in the input

In this latter approach it may be desirable to use as few precision
capacitors as possible and to multiplex their use to the highest degree.
Therefore. the 'nt.mber of different weighting coefficients should be
minimized.

Fiqure 12 compares the two prefilter functions corresponding

to Figure 3g and 3j with a compromise approach using also 8 subsamples

l· g
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but only 2 different well sizes.
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CONCLUSION
An approach to on-chip prefiltering for charge-coupled signal pro-

cessing devices has been demonstrated which represents a good compromise
between on-chip circuit

complexi~y

and prefilter perfonnance.

Several

suitably weighted charge subsamples are combined and then injected into
the main CCO.

Different prefilter resoonses can be realized by different

oversampling rates. averaging periods, and weighting coefficients.

For

a particular application a prefilter function should be selected which
reduces the necessary analog prefiltering function to a simple low
precision off-chip RC circuit.
when the

oe~rating

This circuit can readily be adjusted

clock frequency of the

ceo

is changed or it can be

designed with suitable margins to cover a range of clock frequencies.
The on-chic crefi1ter function generated by oversampling with suitably

weighted subsamples scales directly with the clock frequency.
A !)articular scherre that uses four subsamples with respective
weights 1/8. 3/8.

-,

1•1

3/8~

1!8. taken at n.<ice the element rate of the

been incorporated in a
filter.

self~contained

55-tap split-electrode

l~w

The suppress ton of the aliasing CO!!Pi'Onents meets the

theoreti ca 1 ex;>ecta tf ons.

ceo

"All MOS Charge Redistribution
Analog-to-Digital Conversion Technioues--Part 1". IEEE Jour. of
Solid-State Circuits. SC-10, No. 6. 371-379 (1g7S).
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SELF-CONTAINED CHARGE-COUPLED SPLIT-ELECTRODE FILTERS
USING NOVEL SENSING TECHNIQUE
by

C. R. S6quin, M. F. Tompsett, P. I. Suciu
D. A. Sealer, P. M. Ryan and E. J. Zimany
Bell Laboratories
·
Murray Bill, New Jersey 07974
ABSTRACT
Self-contained charge-coupled split-electrode filters
with 55 taps have been built with a double-level polysilicon n-MOS
process.

Operating at a sample rate of 32kHz, these devices provide

a low-pass filter function with a passband from 0 to 3.2kBz And a
stopband above 4kHz.

The image charge on the sense electrodes is

detected with a novel sensing circuit

empl~ing two

on-chip

operational amplifiers, one of which suppresses the common mode
signal on the two sense buses while the other one integrates the
difference signal.

In addition, the chips carry antialiasing pre-

filters, a sample-and-hold circuit to restore the output signal,
and all the necessary peripheral logic and biasing circuitry so
that the devices can be operated from a single master clock and two
power supplies of +l2V and -sv respectivelY.

1(-Z

2 -

II. Chip Orq~nization and Overall Design Consideratio~s

SELF-cONTAINED CHARGE-COUPLED SPLIT-ELECTRODE FILTERS
USING NOVEL SENSING TECHNIQUE

A block diagram of the self-contained low-pass filter

by

c. H.

chip is shown in Figure 1.

S~in,

M. F. Tompsett, P. I. Suciu,
0. A. Sealer, P. M. Ryan and E. J. Zimany
Bell Laboratories
Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974

The

top row of blocks constitutes the

analog signal path, which is controlled by the circuit shown in the
lower row o:! blocks.

Al.ong the signal path the incoming signal

is level shifted to the proper potential required by the "valtage
input• used for the CCD main filter.

INTRODUCTION

Half the number of devices on each

wafer are provided with,a more complicated, anti-aliasing input
The charge-transfer split-electrode structure 1) 2}
makes possible an elegant and compact realization of transversal

filtering function is performed in the split-electrode

filters with fixed tap weights which can be calculated using
efficient and conVenient algorithms.

3) EXperimental devices with

Normally a substantial amount of support circuitry is
required to operate the basic charge transfer structure with its
An attempt has

been made to construct a practical device with complete on-chip
support circuitry, so that it can be operated from a single clock
and only two supply voltages.

The next section of this paper

presents the organization of this device and discusses some general
design considerations.

Section 3 discusses the special sensing

technique employed in this device which uses an operational amplifier
•1ppress the common mode signal on the two sense buses.
brlEit

s.._ction 4

reviews a technique using oversampling and weighted summing

to ~rovide an anti-aliasing prefilter 5) and discusses the overall
filter response.
of

t~is

55 taps.

The

cha~e

The main

ceo

with

sensing circuit converts the difference in

image charge on the two sense Quses into a corresponding voltage

up to 800 taps 4) have been demonstrated.

·associated input section and charge sensing system.

which operates by oversampling and weighted summing 5).

Experimental results and possible improvements

device are discussed in the last sections of this paper.

signal which is then put through a sample-and-hold circuit to
reconstruct a continuous output signal.

The control circuit perfor.ms

a divide-by-four countdown from the master clock-input to provide
the timing pulses for the 4-phase

'
ceo filter.

These signals

are

properly amplified and shaped to drive the transfer electrodes of
the

ceo.

input

The logic circuitry also controls the gates in

sect~on

circuitry.

the ceo

and operates the reset and, clamp switches in the output

In addition, synchronization circuits are

provi~ed

that several devices can be cascaded or operated in parallel.

so
Each

device can either act as a master for other devices, or can itself
be locked to the master

pha~e

dictated by another device.

The same

synchronization circuits have also been used in a self-contained
delay line 6).

A picture of an actual chip, measuring 1.9 x 5.9 mm.,

; is presented in Figure 2.

The devices were fabricated on lightly

'1-3
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doped p-type substrates (5 x 10 14 c~- 3 ) using the same 6-mask process
that had been developed for the above mentioned charge coupled
delay lines 6).

that drive the ceo electrodes, in order to obtain low-signal
distortion and large signal handling capability.

To keep the sense

A selective oxidation with a self-aligned channel
electrodes at that potential at all times rather than clocking them

stop implant first outlines the active charge transfer areas and
simplifies the sensing circuitry.

all ·MOSFETS.

Two overlapping and thermally oxidized levels of

The sense amplifiers can be

permanently connected to the sense buses and there is no danger that

polysilicon provide the transfer electrodes and two different types
they are driven into a condition from where they could only slowly
of MOSFET gate.

A selectiv: ion implant introduced before the

deposition of the second level of polysilicon provides MOSFET's with
a higher threshold voltage (l.lV without backgate bias) which are
more suitable for use in the peripheral logic circuits.

recover.

:In order to reduce the amount of pickup on the sense

electrodes, they are preceded by another de electrode.

This shield

gate {SG) is held at a voltage that is one maximum signal swing

All source

and drain diodes are formed in a self-aligned manner after the
patterning of the second level of polysilicon without the need for
a masking operation.

(4V) lower than v 5E. So out of the 4 electrodes per call, only two
(Pl and P2) Are actively pulsed. When both, Pl and P2, turn on, the
charge is drained from underneath the split sense electrodes towards
Pl because the barrier under SG prevents the packets from spilling

The two-level electrode structure leads naturally to a
backwards.

As Pl turns off, P2 holds all the charge packets.

4-phase approach in which all split sense electrodes can be placed
Finally, when P2 turns off, they are pushe!d over the barrier under
in the same level.

A highly symmetrical layout and carefully

matched parasitic capacitances have been employed in order to
minimize differential pickup signals.

A small channel parallel to

SG into the next sensing wells.

Thus, the shield

gat~

(SG) acts

to prevent a difference signal due to any differences in overlap
capacitance between the P2 and the sense rails.

There is no need

the main fiiter, dirven by the same electrodes, and carrying a
to prevent the pickup resulting from the turn-on of Pl since at that
constant signal corresponding to half-full buckets has been incorporated

time the output signal has already been sampled.

to balance the difference of the thin oxide areas under the two
sense electrode systems 7).

Otherwise in those filters with a de

response the bias charge will generate an output de signal.
The sense electrodes are held at a fixed de potential

The gap in the split electrodes can either be blocked with
a thick oxide region or it can be bridged with a small self-aligned
diode produced during the source and drain diffusion.

The first

approach is not recommended in the context of the static

~ensing

(VSE)' which is close to the middle of the range of active potentials
well preceded by a shield gate.

During transfer of the charge

packets into the sensing well each charge packet would be split in
a

~ynnmic

manner as it is pushed over the barrier under SG.

1!-lf
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Nonuniformities in this barrier potential would play a dominant

the interface potential along the whole input section, including

role in determining the ratio by which the packets are split.

MW, as long as OIG is high.

and unpredictable tap weight errors might result.

Large

Thus, it is

When the input gate turns off, an

amount of charge corresponding to that interface potential is

mandatory that the charges can equilibrate under the sense electrodes

isolated in MW and subsequently transferred through the CCD.

which requires a conductive connection between the two half-wells.

the wells under the sensing electrodes SE are made electrically

III. Sensing Circuitry

identical to the metering well MW at the input, then the charge

In the simplest implementation the two split-electrode
systems act as floating-gate sensors.

The major capacitances

If

packet will reproduce. at every sensing node, the original interface
potential established

b~

the input signal.

Thus, the sensing

we~ls

associated with one sense electrode are shown in Figure 3, which

must have a layout identical to that of the MW and the electrodes

is a cross-section through the CCD channel.

above the two wells have to be held at the same potential v E. Xn
5
order to match the metering well MW as closely as possible to the

Ce represents the

fixed oxide capacitance between the signal charge at the Si-sio
interface and the sense electrode.

2
Cd is the nonlinearly varying

depletion capacitance between signal charge and substrate.

Cp

is the parasitic stray capacitance of the sense electrode.

However,

geometry of the sensing wells, it too was preceded by a shield gate
SG.

However, charge from the input diode has to equilibrate with

the packet under MW and a slot in SG has to be provided for this

the effect of the latter can be neglected if the sense electrodes

purpose.

are held at a fixed de potential VSE' which can be achieved for

This turns out to be fortunate since the area of this diode

instance, with an operational amplifier and proper feedback as

made to match that of the diode in the sensing well.

shown in Figure 3.

well types can indeed be made almost identical.

In this case the output voltage developed across

the feedback capacitor Cf then becomes a linear function of the
interface

~otential

V9 under the sense electrode.

In order to obtain a linear overall transfer function, a

-, 1' 3

input structure is required that relates the interface p~tential

;·1,

man~er

ther than the charge 0 8 contained in the packetr in a linear
to the input voltage signal.

This condition is met by the

voltage input shown schematically in Figure 4.

The key elements

are the input diode, the input gate and the metering well (MW).
The input signal is applied to the input diode and thereby defines

This slot is automatically bridge by a self-aligned diode.
car~ be

Thus, the two

In principle the sensing electrodes could be completely
floating were it not for leakage currents.

The reset

switc~

OR is

used to reset the sense electrodes to the proper potential once
every clock cycle.

It can be of minimum dimension if operated at

the ri9ht time since the sense electrodes and the feedback capacitor
Cp will automatically discharge to their original values when the
charge packets are removed from underneath SE.
In a charge-coupled split-electrode filter the output
signal is derived from the difference of image ·charge on tho two
sense electrodes.

Baertsch

~

7) have studied the approach

~t -r
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shown in Figure Se using only a single off-chip operational amplifier.

signal voltage across the MOS feedback capacitor CD-.

Amplifier

Although the feedback around this amplifier restores electrodes SE-

Ac has been added to suppress . the co111100n mode signal on the two

to the same potential as sz+ , the two sense electrode buses will

buses.

Its output is applied through two identical capacitors

jointly float to a potential that depends on the total amount of

(CC+' Cc-> to both sense buses , and it will therefore not affect

charge under all the SE+ half-electrodes.

the difference signal .

Because of this inter-

action, crosstalk between subsequent packets takes place·.

As

This amplifier has been provided with two

inverting inputs by simply splitting one of the two input

-

MOSFET's ~

discussed previously, these nonlinearities can be avoided if both

of the differential input stage into two equal halves, each with

sense buses remain a t a· fixed potential during the sensing process.

half the chanpel ·width of the input t ransistor of the noninverting

One way to achieve this is shown in Figure Sb.

The two sense

input.

These

two

inputs sense the arithmetic mean of the potentials

electrode systems are individually clamped to a virtual de

SE+ and SE- and restore this mean to the desired sensing potential

reference voltage v 5 E with two operational amplifiers used in the
charge integrating mode. A third amplifier forms the difference

v 5 E.

between the output voltages of the first two amplifiers.

approach' has the disadvantage that the desired output signal is

to v 5 E after both amplifiers have settled.
This approach has th~ advantage that the feedback paths

derived as the often small difference between two relatively large

around the two amplifiers can have different gains.

signals originating from the two clamping amplifiers.

capacitors CD+' CD-' Cc+ and cc- are adjusted so that ·th"' raspective

.....

This

Furthermore,

Since amplifier Ac

simultaneous~y

suppresses the potential

difference between SE+ and SE-, both sense buses will be restored

The feedback

the noise of the two clamp amplifiers is added incoherently to the

maximum signals can just be handled by the maxi:num swing of the

outp ut signg l.

amplifier output stages.

directly in a single amplfier where the feedback capacitor can be

In this particula~ device the c •s are
0
about seven times larger than the c •s.
0
The noise of amplifie~ Ac imposes only common mode

adjusted to obtain a desired device gain, or to match the maximum

signals onto the sense buses and it does therefore not

It is preferable to integrate the difference signal

e~cted

difference signal to the output swinq of the ogerational

amglifier.
4

These requirements are met in a novel sensing circuit

using only two operational amplifiers (Figure 6).

Amplifier AD

senses the difference in image charge on the two buses in the same
manner as the amplfier in Figure Sa, and produces a corresponding

output signal.

~nter

the

On the other hand, the noise generated when the two

reset switches are opened is uncorrelated and will disturb the
output signal.

Tbis "noise component can be suppressed by using

correlated double

s~~pling

to clamp the output signal to a desired

l{-6
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reference voltage VZERO before the actual signal charge is sensed
when P2 turns off.

In a first aPProach we tried to implement this

An

function directly in amplifier A0 •
coupled to the sense buses through

increased to 1400, the unity gain point lowered to 2rmz, and the
area reduced to 0.25 mm 2 •
Most of the capacitors are realized between poly I and

For this purpose
was ac
.
+
capac~tors c
0 and c 0 , and
the de restoring MOS switches associated with
were used to perform

and c 0
which are the gain determining elements in conjunction with the

the clamping operation.

oxide capacitance of the sense electrodes were implemented as MOS

Ao

They were kept turned on until after the

reset switches had been turned off and were only opened before the
signal charge packets

w~re

transferred under the sense electrodes.

Unfortunately, the reset noise associated with the operation
of the clamp switches themselves is amplified
gain

around~~

~y

the closed loop

which is about 10; and the dominant noise component

poly II electrodes.

However, the feedback: capacitors

'iJ+

structures in poly I, the same level as the sense electrodes, to
compensate for global variations in the oxide thickness.

Further-

more, a fingered structure with the same line width as the sp2it
electrodes has been used, so that geometry charges due to over-or
underetching would compensate to first order.

However, these

in the circuit as shown in Figure 6 is due to this operation of the

capacitors change their value slightly as a function of applied

clamp

voltage, and are therefore a source of nonlinearity in the signal.

switches~

Figure 7 shows the modifications that were intra-

duced in order to suppress that clamp

noise~

A second double

correlation network has been added at the output of

Au

consisting

IV. Overall Filter Function and Anti-Aliasing Input
CCO's are sampled data filters and as such have to
satisfy the Nyquist theorem, i.e., the clock rate has to be at

of the coupling capacitor c 5 and the switch CORL to the reference
level VZERO" All four reset switches associated with the two

least twice the highest signal frequency of interest.

amplifiers are now operated with the same reset pulse.

the element-rate of the main filter, a tradeoff has to be made

This sensing circuitry can be followed by a sample-andhold circuit to provide a continuous output signal.

This circuit

consists of a sampling gate, a holding capacitor CH and amplifier
~..

"'

The ratio of the capacitors C5/CH has been made large enough
~t the signal is only attenuated by about 5%.
The operational amplifiers used on this chip were derived

from a circuit developed by Tsividis and Gray 8).
are all MOS

a~d

The amplifiers

operate with power supplies of +12V and -SV for a

power consumption of 30mW.

The de gain of the amplif.ier was

In selecting

between the stronger aliasing effects generated at lower sample
rates and the greater length of the main filter imposed by higher
clock rates.
A clock rate of 32

kP.~

constitutes a suitable compromise

for this low-pass filt~r with a passband of 3.2kHz.

The main

transversal filter with 55 taps is of reasonable length and the
prefilter, required to roll off 30kB between 4kHz and the first
reflection of the passband at 28kHz, could be implcmenteU with a

t,-7

"
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second order active

fi~ter.
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A spare operational amplifier has been

provided on this chip, which could be used with external components
to realize such a prefilter.

Half the devices on each wafer use another approach to
prefiltering.

They have a special input structure to the

ceo

these subsamples in a suitably weighted manner to generate the signal

ceo.

In this particular

device the effective sampling rate of this antialiasing input is
64kHz, and the respective weights are 1/S, 3/8, 3/8, 1/8.

Thus each

charge packet injected into the main filter is composed of four
subsamples in a summing process that stretches over 2 full clock
cycles.

The weighted subsamples are generated by four separate

voltage inputs using four metering wells of different sizes.

The

subsamples are combined in two summing wells from where they are
injected alternately into the main

ceo.

A detailed discussion of

such antialiasing inputs is given in another paper in this issue (5).
This prefilter provides a very good rejection of the first
repetition of the passband at 32kHz, since the particular prefilter
function chosen has a third zero at this frequency.

and-hold restoration circuit at the output of the device.
program developed by McClellan

~

the proper tap weights for the

ceo

main

filter, which samples the incoming signal at a higher rate and combines

charge packets that are injected into the

for the combined roll-off due to the prefilter and due to the sample-

In the passband,

on the other hand, this prefilter produces a droop of several percent.
To maintain the required flat response throughout the passband, the
tap weights in the main filter are suitably adjusted to boost the

( 3) can readily be used to find

main filter.

The unavoidable rounding errors in the

This predistortion is carefully chosen to compensate

imp~ementation

of

the tap weights will lead to a predictable deviation from the ideal
fi~ter

response.

The limiting accuracy is given by the incremental

addressing step for the positioning of the split in the sense
electrodes with respect to the overall channel width.

The masks

for this device were generated with an Electron Beam Exposure System
(9) which provides

o.s

~m

addressing steps.

The channel width of

the main ceo was 250 wn leading to a maximum rounding error of
2 x 10- 3 of the largest sense electrode length, which corresponds to an absolute accuracy of about

1~

bits (including sign) for this filter.

Since

the maximum tap weight is about 0.25 and the splits can be placed
right up to the edge of the channel, this leads to a filter b.p weight
accuracy of 5 x 10-4 •
In

many cases these predictable errors will be dominated

by random errors in the tap weights due to misalignment or processing
nonuniformities.

Tap weight changes resulting from misaligDment of

the split electrodes with respect to the transfer channel are
particularly serious, since they combine in a coherent manner and
produce a ·frequency respons@

transmissiOn of this filter towards the upper edg~ of the passband
(Figure 8).

The

AR(f) • 2 • Ax •

"max

~

• N

sin N"ll"f/fc
N"~~"f/fc

where Ax is the misalignment perpendicular to the channel

axis~

hmax is the normalized coefficient of the largest tap weight, W

•

4'~

- 14 -
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The noise of this· self-contained filter measured over a

is the channel width, fc the clock frequency and N the number of tap
weights.

This response AR is Superimposed onto the desired frequency

response.

The largest error occurs at de, and in this device is

is about ±11% for

~ ~salignment

of

~l

bandwidth of 15kHz is lmV rms thus giving a signal to noise ratio
in excel! of 60 dB for the largest signals that can be handled by
the device (1.2 V rms).

pm.

V. Results

Major noise sources are the turn-off of the

input gates in the voltage inputs and reset noise of the

Filters with a normal voltage input and with anti-aliasing

switches.

cl~

The above numbers have been :measured with a setup using

inputs were built on the same wafers so that an easy_comParison was

an external correlated double sampling system to minimize the reset

possible.

noise of the switches in the feedback path around

Figure 9 shows the reproduction of the passband just above

11>·

It is expected

and below the clock frequency fc when the normal voltage input is

that these_results will improve somewhat when this function is also

used.

performed by on-chip circuitry.

(sin

The only attenuation of this band results from the
Yf/fc)/(~f/fc)

function associated with the sample and hold

circuit at the output.

VI. Conclusion
A self-contained 55-tap low-pass split-electrode filter

The triple zero at the clock frequency fc

produced by the anti-aliasing input, on the other hand, completely
suppresses the reproduction of the passband.

The latter figure also

has been built to provide a practical component in a 16-pin dual-inline package that can readily be used

~

the systems designer

shows that the predistortion of the main filter function is ·effective

without the need for peripheral support circuitry.

and produces a flat response in the passband and in the stopband up

been fabricated with a •standard" two-level polysilicon gate process

to the Nyquist limit.

combining charge transfer

Blown-up views Of the passband in the fundamental branch
are shown in Figure 10~

The stopband rejection meets the design

goal of 32 dB for his filter.

The passband ripple meets the

specification of ±l/8 dB only marginally.

function of signal amplitude.

At a IV rms level both these

harrnc. ics are 50 dB below the fundamental.

A main source of this

remaining small nonlinearity is attributed to the voltage dependence
of the fingered MOS feedback capacitor around amplifier

An·

analog circuit elements, digital

logic blocks and n-MOS operational amplifiers on the same chip.

It

shows that the employed 6-mask process offers sufficient design
freedom to provide all these elements with good performance and high
yiel.d.

Second and third harmonic distortion have been measured

channels~

The device has

The split-electrode transversal filter approach is very

flexible and can quickly lead to custom-made filter functions.

Only

one mask level has to be changed in order to obtain a modified filter
function with the same number (or fewer) taps.

A well-designed chip

can thus provide the basis for a mask programmable filter technology.
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Photograph of the self-contained 55-tap split-electrode
low-pass filter. The chip me a sures 1.7 mm x ' ~£ , mm.
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Cross section through transfer channel and split electrode
showing basic arrangement to sense image charge on a
virtually clamped electrode •
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Basic input output arrangement for split e l ectrode filter
with linear transfer function. The metering \'lell (MW)
associated with the voltage input is electrically matc h ed
to the sensing well under the split sens e electrodes (SE}.
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Fig. 5

Differential sensing circuits for split-electrode filters.
(a) Voltage sensing on floating sense electrodes. (b) Difference sensing with individually clamped sense buses.
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Schematic view of split-electrode filter vii th comnon mode voltage
s uppression, voltage difference sensing and correlated double
sampling.
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P r edistortion of frequency response o f main filter to
compe nsate for the combined roll - off o f a ntia liasing input
and sample-and- hold output.

